Clinic Pride Day - November 7th, 2015
Faculty Members
Dr. Jeff Goldstein
Dr. Sidney Brownstein

Staff Members
Hillal Latif

4th Year Students
Max Bachour
Eric Chen

3rd Year Students
Michael Bohn
Young Chung
Krishna Desai
Johnny Huynh
Ouzhan Kalantari
Jean Kang
Viet Le
Kourosh Nakhai
Iliaha Nguyen
Jimmy Nguyen
Unnati Shah
Amir Tadros

2nd Year Students
Ravi Amin
Jeffrey Asano
Michaela Ching
Chantal Hakim
Allie Larios
Armin Miresmaili
My Nguyen
William On
Thomas Poelman
James Shin
Kabir Singh
Theresa Ta

1st Year Students
Dan Diep
Anthony Le
John Le
Leanne Lin
Josephine Liu
Hilary Tate

Clinic Pride Day - February 20th, 2016
Staff
Hillal Latif

Faculty
Paulo Camargo
Jeff Goldstein

4th Year Students
Max Bachour
Norman Chen
Jaewoo Cho
Lance Peery
Jason Song

3rd Year Students
Nikole Ankrom
Krishna Desai
Ryan Evans
Johnny Huynh
Stephen Kelson
Viet Le
Iliaha Nguyen
Jimmy Nguyen
Savitha Seshadri
Unnati Shah
Matt Stephens
Amir Tadros
Ryan Wong

2nd Year Students
Paul Kim
Allie Larios
My Nguyen
Theresa Ta

1st Year Students
Lloyd Baik
Blake Colling
Ryan Gaw
Anthony Le
John Le
Nicole Lee
Josephine Liu
Sachi Mehrotra
Alina Miller
Arth Patel
Neil Tamashiro-Miyamoto
Hilary Tate
Michelle Wai Yin Wong
Jieyi Lily Zhuang